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MOSES, GREAT MAGICIAN AND ALCHEMIST
We need to learn to orientate ourselves in the path that will have to lead us to the final
liberation.
From very ancient times -we see in the Bible- the esotericism, the alchemy, the magic,
the astrology, the philosophy, the mathematics, etc.
If we study carefully the Old Tetament, the Exodus of Moses, we discover esoteric
prodigies: exorcisms, resurrection of dead, sortileges, bewitchments, transfigurations,
levitations, healings by mean of concentration in the magnetic field of the root of the
noise or using magnetic passes, the water, the consecrated oil, a small portions of magical
saliva placed in the ill part, etc.
Studying carefully that Exodus of Moses, one discovers in it and in the ancient times, the
practical magic of the Egyptians.
Moses was a great magician. Obviously Moses was born in order to fulfil a gigantic
mission. No one ignores that he was cousin of Pharaoh, that he was a descendent of a
great ancient magician, of a Chaldean magician -I am talking about Abraham-, he was
also a descendent of Isaac (with the particle "Is" that remind us the Mysteries of Isis
Mysteries in the ancient Egypt of the Pharaohs, the sunny country of Kem).
Moses begun with an unusual event: the Egyptians attempted to do something to an
Hebrew (they were hurting him). Moses defended the Hebrew, certainly as we say "he
overstep bounds" because nobody ignores that he killed one of the Egyptians. That is
what the Bible says.
When an Egyptian initiate killed somebody, he was not judged by a judge, he was not
taken to any court of this subjective human justice, but he was judged directly by the
great priests of the sunny country of Kem.
A Sacred College of Egyptian Hierophants judged him, something that was more serious
than going to jail, because they were representing the Celestial Justice, the Objective
Justice which is very different than the terrestrial subjective justice. This subjective
justice can be bought or sold, but the Objective Justice, the Courts of the Cosmic Justice
cannot be bought or sold.
Moses escaped before been judged; he went to Madian, the land of Madian. There Jetro
that later became his father- in- law, gave him hospitality in a great temple. Moses stayed
there, in an underground crypt. It took Sefore as a wife; he lived there permanently.
The fact is that he had to get out consciously from his physical body, and of course, in the
Astral world he met the decease person, his victim. For a long time he suffered in the
astral. Meanwhile, his physical body was in an undergrown crypt, he was in the astral
trying to convince the victim, to pardon him.
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Finally he got it, after many sufferings. It is clear that afterwards, he was pardoned in the
Courts of the Karmic Justice. Once pardoned, Moses returned to his physical body.
Before he had another name, but after having been returned to his physical body, it took
the name of Moses, that means "saved from the waters."
Many initiates did not get that pardon; they did not return to the physical body. When the
priest were coming for them - in same cases in the crypts- they found their bodies already
dead; however, Moses was successful.
He married the daughter of Jetro, great priest of Madian. Therefore, he begun the work of
the Great Work. The clue of the Great Work, is already known by you: it is the Sahaja
Maithuna, the Arcanum A.Z.F. So, he became an alchemist and cabbalist.
Did Moses attained the Self- Realization? It is truth! Did he attained the Resurrection? It
is truth! He attained it in the Cave of Horeb. In that cave, he saw a flame burning among
the brambles, and that flame said to him: "Draw not sight hither: put off thy shoes from
off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standests is holy ground, I am the God of thy
father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob..."
And Moses my dear brothers, in those precise moments attained the Initiatic Esoteric
Resurrection. He was already dead on himself, therefore, a ray of Aelohim entered in
him, that is, his Father who is in secret, and he resurrected in order to fulfil the gigantic
missions described in the Exodus.
Aelohim is the Eternal Cosmic Common Father. The whole Army of the Voice, all the
Elohim, are just rays of Aelohim. Aelohim is the Unknowable and Not-Manifested Unity,
the Omnimerciful, the Only- Existent, the Eternal Cosmic Common Father. Our Father
who is in secret, is just a ray of Aelohim.
All the Masters of the Universal White Brotherhood prostrate reverents before him,
before the Eternal Cosmic Common Father, before the Only- Existent; all the Gods kneel
down before Aelohim, the Only- Existent, the Omnimerciful, the infinitude that sustain
everything: the not- manifested divinity.
My dear brothers, Mosses fulfilled a precious mission.
Undoubtedly, the ark of the Covenant is an instrument of High Magic: it is charged of
electric force and any profane that dared to pass close to it, died instantly.
In that Ark was the Staff of Aaron, the Tables of the Law and the Cup or Gomor. There is
not doubt that the Staff is phallic, there is not doubt that the Cup symbolizes the Yoni. So,
my dear brothers, the Ark was powerful. It is said that two cherubs touching themselves
with their wings were in the attitude of the man and the woman during the sacred
copulation.
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Moses during his pilgrimage, always had the staff of the real power, and it id said that he
transformed the Staff in a Serpent. He also used the pontifical Staff, the Mace of
Hercules, etc. When one reads the Exodus, one is amazed by his formidable powers.
It is known that Moses wanted the liberation of the Hebrew people and Pharaoh did not
want it. The Sacred Scriptures say that therefore he manifested his power before the
Pharaoh. He raised his Staff (the Iod of the Rabbis, the Tau of the prophets) and the
waters were transformed in blood so they were no longer useful, of course, the fish died.
Another movement of his Staff and the waters became clear.
And as the Pharaoh insisted in not letting the people to leave the land of Egypt, then
Moses raised his Sceptre and all the Egyptian houses were filled with monstrous and
gigantic frags, however, the Pharaoh did not accept neither. The Exodus continues
explaining that Moses made disappear the frogs and afterwards provoked a hailstorm
over the land of Egypt. In arriving to this part of the narration, I remember Milarepa, that
also provoked hailstorm.
The Exodus says that he provoked the appearing over the land of Egypt of clouds of
mosquitos and pest; but -brothers- Pharaoh did not want to freed the Hebrew people, of
course in this, there are many things that we need to reflect about. It is also said that he
took soot of an oven and through it produced ulcers and pustules in the body of the
Egyptians.
As is affirmed, Jehovah intervened and all the first-born of the families died. That is what
the Exodus of the Old Testament says. I am not who affirm this, it is the Exodus: Moses
has formidable powers. It is clear, the Pharaoh was convinced when the first-born of the
families started dying, and let the people leave.
Then it is narrated the Pass of the Red Sea, when Moses extending his Staff, separated the
waters so the people could pass. When his persecutors tried to do the same (because even
though the Pharaoh had repented, he went with his army after him), to an order of Moses
those waters devoured the egyptians.
So, in all the passages of moses there is power. When with his staff touched the rock and
appears the water, there is a lot of alchemist and cabbalist symbolism that it is wort to be
investigated.
It is clear that Moses was a man terribly divine. When we descended from the Mount
Sinai, his face shines and the multitudes were frighten. Unfortunately, Aaron during his
absence had established the Cult to the Golden Calf. When Moses realized that, it made
kill all of those that had follow it, that is what the Exodus says.
But I say to you: that cannot be taken in literal form, because Moses was not a Black
Magician, nor an assassin; all of this is completely symbolic. But there is not doubt that
he had extraordinary powers. Whe n he descended from the Mount Sinai with the Tables
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of Law, in his head he had two horns, two rays of light resembling horns. For that reason
he has always represented with two horns.
So, what those horns of the Billy Goat represent? Why Michael Angelo chisels him in
that form? This has to have a symbolic sense, is not it? It cannot be taken literally, that is
clear.
Well, why did he have those two horns? I will say you why: the Billy Goat represents the
Devil; for that reason Moses had that couple of horns. But, does that means that Moses
was the Devil? We have to analyze this subject; we cannot start thinking that Moses was
"satanic," it is worthwhile to think about it.
If we think in the Billy Goat, we can discover the sexual potence. The Billy Goat of
Mendez (in the caves of the illuminates, of the Middle Ages) precisely represented
Lucifer, and that Lucifer is the Aurora's Star, it is the reflection of the Logos within
ourselves, here and now. As the physical Sun has his shadow (the night is the shadow of
the day), the Inner Logoi of each one of us, projects (in our inner and particular universe)
his shadow, and this is unusual.
In the beginning Lucifer shined in the depth of our Consciousness, it was an Archangel
plenty of magnificent powers; but whe n we fell in the animal generation, when we ate the
fruit that was forbidden, then Lucifer was precipitated to the depth of the abyss, since
then on he was transformed in the Devil, in the Billy Goat.
Lucifer - itself- represents the sexual potence. Who could deny that a Billy Goat has a
great sexual potence? Any impotent for debility (because there are different classes of
impotences: the impotence for a damage of the nerves system, or of the creative organs,
but it also exists the impotence because of complete debility in the physical organs) can
be cured with the sexual hormones of that animal.
The testicles of the Billy Goat if are boiled in milk (sweetened with sugar or honey) will
cure the impotence, because the sexual hormones of the Billy Goat have the power to
cure the impotence. So, the Billy Goat represent in itself, the creative power; for that
reason has always represented Lucifer, and that is something that has to be understood.
As Moses made good use of the sexual potence, as he could transmute the sacred sperm
in creative energy, it appeared in his head two rays, symbolizing Lucifer. Then, from
where Moses attained his power? With what forces could produce the Seven Plagues of
Egypt, as the Exodus says?
What was the marvellous agent that allow him to demonstrate his power before the
Pharaoh? The Sexual Potence: In it is the power of the powers! Now you will understand
why the Ark of the Covenant had four horns of Billy Goat. Those that transported it (four
men) did that handling it through a horn.
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That Ark represented the Lingam-Yoni, the Law. There is the power, the force, the
divine. The Tau of the prophets would be useless, the Yod of the great rabbi initiates, the
Pontifical Staff, the pilgrim's staff, the Mace of Hercules, Sceptre of the King Azuero
would not be useful if we would not have in ourselves the sexual force.
All the power that accompanied Moses in the desert, was in the stick that was
transformed in Serpent (and the Serpent was transformed in the stick). If one would know
what is going to lose when go after the woman to fornicate or vice versa, instead of going
laughing it would go crying.
In the Mercury of the secret Philosophy is the key of all the powers, the key of all the
mysteries. The sperm is by itself the Metallic Chaos of the Middle Ages Alchemists.
Through the transmutation, we fabricate the Mercury of the Secret Philosophy. There are
three classes of Mercury:
1.
2.
3.

The Raw Mercury, that is to say, the Sperm.
The Metallic Soul of the Sperm.
The Mercury already fertilized by the Sulphur, that is to say, by the Fire.

So, we have to comprehend the necessity of fabricating the Mercury. All the Middle Ages
Alchemists kept silence about the elaboration of the Mercury and the secret is in the Billy
Goat of Mendez.
When in the Middle Ages the initiates or neophytes were delivered at midnight to the
caves of the initiation, to the secret sanctuaries, their were blindfolded. When that
bandage was taken out, the neophyte was in front of the Billy Goal of Mendez, the Devil
of horror, but in the forehead of him it shines the Star, the Flaming Star, not the opposite,
as it is used by the black tantrics, but with the superior ray upwards and with the two
inferior angles downwards.
The fundamental my dear brothers is to do the Great Work. How useful could be to
become erudite if we do not do the Great Work? It is obvious that at the beginning we
have to fabricate the Mercury. The secret of its elaboration was known by no one; you
know it. In the Arcanum A.Z.F. is the key.
Why do we prepare the Mercury? For many things: with the Mercury we have to do the
Great Work. It is clear that first the Sperm has to be transmuted through the Sahaja
Maithuna in energy. But that energy by itself is already the Mercury, the Metallic Soul of
the Raw Mercury, that is to say, the Fire.
Do the energy after that ascends through Ida and Pingala to the brain? That is obvious!
That after the union of the solar and lunar atoms, born the fire? It is truth!, and that Fire
fecundates everything. That Fire is the Sulphur.
A Mercury fecundated by the Sulphur is marvellous. With that Mercury we will do the
entire work. But, what is the work? We need to comprehend the work that we will do; we
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have to finish with the many mistaken concepts of those different organizations of pseudo
esoteric and pseudo occult type.
The man for example, has seven bodies: the Physical, the Astral, the Mental, the Causal,
the Buddhic and the Atmic. In theosophy those bodies receive sanskrit names. The
Physical body is called Sthula-sarira, the Vital Linga-sarira, the Astral is called Kamas or
principle of desire, Kama Rupa; the Mental is known as Inferior Manas, the Causal
Superior Manas or Arupic body; the intuitive body is known as Buddhic body and the
most elevated principle or seventh is called Atman.
The curious thing is that all of those pseudo esoterists and p
pseudo accultists believe that all the human beings or better to say "humanoids" that live
over the face of Earth have those seven bodies already. Really, that is completely false.
The intellectual animal mistakenly called man only has the Physical body and his Vital
organic base; nothing else.
Do not have Astral and Mental and Causal. What he has after the Physical and Vital
bodies, is the Ego, the "I," the myself, that is taken as Astral, that is taken as Mental, but
it is not the Astral or Mental bodies.
I, in the inner worlds I can verify this easily. In the name of the truth and emphatically I
say to you: when I am in the Astral world can perfectly (with entire clarity) see who have
Astral and who do not have that body. Multitude os disembodied people goes everywhere
in that region and do not have Astral body, are seen as phantoms, nothing else. In that
form are: miserable shadows, phantoms, unconscious; it look like true sleepwalkers in the
region of Amenti.
Those that have Astral body are different, are seen there as men. Anybody can
differentiate there between somebody that has the Astral and the one that does not have it.
For example, we could put together he re, a person dressed and another undressed; by
sight we know who has clothes and who does not, that is obvious. In the same form, those
that do not have Astral body are seen there as poor phantoms and nothing else.
So, we are going to create the mercury with one purpose: to create the Existential
Superior Bodies of the Being, to perfect them, etc. But we go step by step; I want you to
understand what we are going to do with the Mercury. First of all, the Mercury
fecundated by the Sulphur takes the forme of the Astral body.
When one already has an Astral body, knows that has it because can use it. We know that
we have feet because we can walk with them; we know that we have hands, because we
can use them; we know that we have eyes, because we can see with them. In the same
form, we know that we have an Astral body when we can use it, to move using it,
consciously and positively through the supra sensible worlds.
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And, of what the Astral body is done? Of Mercury. Why the Mercury takes the forme of
the Astral body? Thank, I say, that it has been fecundated by the Sulphur. A Mercury
fecundated by the Sulphur, takes the form of the Astral body.
Once we have had the luxury of have created an Astral body, through the Mercury, we
will not be miserable phantoms in the world of the decease people. It come to my
memory Homer when he said: "It is better to be a beggar on the Earth than a King in the
empire of the shadows."
He that has an Astral body is not longer a phantom, is different, in the region of Amenti is
distinct, he lives there with his Sacred Name. Each one of us has his name. The name that
I use for example: SAMAEL AUN WEOR, is not a capricious name used by myself; no,
I did not take that name by myself, that has always been my name.
Through the entire eternity, from age to age, from Mahamanvantara to Mahamanvantara I
has always been SAMAEL AUN WEOR. Well, that is the name of my Being, of my
Divine Monad; it is a name that represents the King of Fire, of the Volcanoes.
Undoubtedly, He is He; I am just his Dhyani Boddhisattwa. As Mohammed said: "Allah
is Allah and Mohammed his prophet."
He is perfect, I am not. I do not want to presume that I am perfect, because perfect is only
one, and it is the Father that is in Secret. No one of us is perfect.
So brothers, in the world of Amenti, he that has an Astral body knows his name and is
alive. After death, stays there living with his Astral personality, it is not a mortal creature,
is immortal. But if somebody creates an Astral body, for example, and then stops, does
not continue working with the Mercury and in new existences would degenerate, then it
would not exist other solution but to send him to take body in inferior animal organisms,
so he could eliminate what he has of Hanasmussin. That is very important.
In the Astral my dear brothers, there are different kingdoms, as we have here in the
physical world. Those kingdoms are governed by Devas or Divine Hierarchies.
Once one has attained the creation of the Astral body through the Mercury of the Secret
Philosophy, can then start working in the creation of the Mental body. Everybody believe
that have an individual, personal Mental body, and that is false. Observe that the "I" is
multiple, that the "I" is a conjunct of persons that one carry inside, and that the body is a
machine.
Through that machine, suddenly it expresses an "I," that is to say, a person. Later a
person goes out and another enters (within our body) and then that person gets out and
comes another and in this form successively. So, an intellectua l animal does not have
defined individuality, is a machine controlled by many "I's."
But each one of those persons called "I's" has a different mind. As the "I's" are so many,
the minds are also many, because each "I" has his mind and ideas (and his own
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discernments also). Then my dear brothers, where is the individual mind of the poor
intellectual animal mistakenly called man? Where is the mind of that poor rational
mammal? What is the mind? We have to realize what we unfortunately are, if we want a
radical transformation.
Once one has attained the creation of the Astral, it is necessary to create a Mental body.
Could we? Yes, we can! With what element? With the Mercury, and finally that Mercury
will crystallize in the Body of the Mind. When do we know that we have an Individual
Mind? When we can use it, when we are able to travel with the Mental body through the
entire universe, from planet to planet.
Then and only then we know that we have a Mental body of flesh and bones, but flesh
that does not come from Adam; because there are two flesh: one that comes from Adam,
the terrestrial one, and another that does not come from Adam.
When we really have that Mental body, then we will go to a more advanced work, we
will go to create the Body of the Conscious Will, the Causal body. We will attain it, yes,
through the Mercury always fecundated by the Sulphur. But the work is in order: first is
made the Astral body, the Kedsjano body; then the Body of the Objective Reason, or
Mental body and then the Body of the Conscious Will or Causal body.
Each one of those bodies have its laws. The Physical body is governed by 48 laws, the
Astral is governed by 24, the Mental by 12 and the Causal by 6.
Observe the wonders of that bodies! He that has made those bodies: Astral, Mental,
Causal as a fact, receives his spiritual principles, his Human Soul and becomes a Real,
True Man, thanks to the Mercury of the Secret Philosophy, fecundated by the Sulphur; is
a Real Man, in the most complete sense of the world. To believe that we are men before
that moment it is a falsity.
It is clear: if we put a man and an intellectual animal face to face, they are same, that is to
say, are similar; but if we observe their customs, they are different. The customs of the
true man are different to the ones of the intellectual animal, as the customs of the a
cultured person are different, completely different, to the cannibal of the jungle.
Observe carefully a man and an intellectual animal;observe them in their behaviour, their
customs: are radically different, innerly are not same, even though the physical
appearance is same.
Do exists in the intellectual animal possibilities to become a man? That is another thing!
In him are the germs of the Existential Superior Bodies of the Being, germs that the
emanations of the Sacred Sun Absolute can vivify through the work with the Sexual
Alchemy, and that is important.
So, from that Lucifer we extract all the Mercury and according the time pass, Lucifer
becomes (all of him) Mercury, so what finally last in us is the Mercury.
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What a resurrect Master is? Is Mercury already purified, transformed in gold. For that
reason is represented by the Cup of Alabaster, with the Hermetic Mace, with the
Alabaster, etc. There are some Knights of the Superior Order, resurrects ones that do not
have physical organization in any place...

INVERENCIAL PEACE
Samael Aun Weor
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